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The Telecollaborative Model of Virtual
Exchange – Relevance
•
•
•
•

Part of universities‘ internationalisation strategies
Integrated into courses to gain credits
A complement or an alternative to a stay abroad
A rare positive outcome of the pandemic

The Telecollaborative Model of Virtual
Exchange – Research Findings
• Development of intercultural communicative competence
• Growing awareness of partners‘ multiple identities
• Complexity of relationships rather than ‚us‘ and ‚them‘ binary

• Development of foreign language communication skills on a
meaningful and relevant level
• Overcoming language anxiety
(cf. Gutierrez, O‘Dowd 2021: 2, O‘Dowd 2021: 218)

The Telecollaborative Model of Virtual
Exchange – Importance of Task Design
• Interculturally challenging
• “Collaborative hurdles”
• “Push students out of their comfort zones”
(O’Dowd, 2021, p. 219)

• Provide opportunities for negotiation and collaboration
• Focus on an interplay between tasks and tools
(Müller-Hartmann, Kurek 2016, p. 137)

Translation as a Complex Telecollaborative Task
• Translation as a form of intercultural communication (Vermeer 1996)
• Not linguistic equivalent transfer

• Finding its way back as such into foreign language pedagogy
• Process: The translator’s plurilingual identity/competence
• Product: Concepts from one linguaculture are communicated in
written form into another

Translation as a Complex Telecollaborative Task
• Collaboration
• Pooling of linguacultural resources and competence
• Creation of a common written product
• Telecollaboration creates space for plurilingual and pluricultural
exchange
• Translation offers opportunity to channel this exchange to work
together to create a common product

Translation as a Complex Telecollaborative Task
• Open, tolerant collaborative atmosphere necessary
• Linguistic resources must be shared and discussed on a professional,
detailed level
• Translation tasks carried out in a telecollaborative setting can foster
both affective and linguistic dimensions of ICC

The TraDuKa course:
Origins
• Contact made with Dr. Petra
Bauer in Spring 2017

• First telecollaborative course
2019/2020
• ‘Live‘ with Study Trip incl.
workshop

• Second course took place under
pandemic conditions (2020/2021)
• Third course taking place in a
hybrid constellation (2021/2022)

The TraDuKa course:
Objectives
Karlsruhe:

Durham

Promotion of Intercultural
Communicative Competence

Acquisition of Intercultural
Communication and Competence

As part of Translatory
Competence

Acquisition of
- Idiomatic lexis and expressions
- Translatory Competence

Through (virtual) exchange with
peers from a different sociocultural background

Improved competence in German
grammar

The TraDuKa course:
Institutional Framework
Karlsruhe
• ‘Research Seminar‘
• 4-5th semester students (end of 2nd, beginning of 3rd year)
• Mostly very good level of English (C1)
• Formative assignments throughout the seminar, option of
writing a marked term paper

Durham
• Translation class of German 2b Ab Initio (Level of German:
B1+)
• One of the five contact hours per week

• 3 formative translations into German, 3 formative
translations into English + end of year summative translations
• 30% of overall mark

The TraDuKa course:
Architecture
• Course content:
• Durham translation dossier
• Translation theory
• Different text-types: Ger-Eng, Eng-Ger
• Functional Communicative Competence

• Groupings
• All participants uploaded an introduction video
• Handed in partner preferences based on these
videos
• Participants were put into groups of 2 KA and 1
DU student(s)

The TraDuKa course:
Architecture
Structure
• Meet every 2 weeks
• In class: 30-40 mins. work in Breakout
Rooms on pre-prepared/pre-translated text

• Vocabulary (e.g., false friends, idioms)
• 10-minute plenum feedback session
Example – Covid Rules

Some of the translations
of the Covid regulations

Methodology
Research Design
• Action-research framework

• Longitudinal, mixed-methods
• Analysis of student perspectives and products
Process
• Reflection after each session (open questions)

• Semi-structured group interviews at the end of the course
Product
• 9 translations submitted throughout the course per participant (KA)
• 6 translations submitted throughout the course per participant (DU)

• Think-Aloud-Protocols for one ENG-GER and one GER-ENG translation at the
beginning and at the end of the course

Methodology
Methods of analysis
• Qualitative Content Analysis
• Quantitative analysis of the
translations
• Triangulation

Research Question: Second Action-Research
Cycle
Which areas of competence development can be observed in the
participants’ reflection of their experience of the second
implementation of the TraDuKa course?

Qualitative Content Analysis of Reflection
Questions and Semi-Structured Interview
• Communication and technology
• The collaborative translation process
• Intercultural communicative competence
• Functional communicative competence
• Understanding of translation

Communication and Technology
• Communication slower than in face-to-face contexts
• Conscious strategy development required to deal with challenges

The Collaborative Translation Process
• Demanding and time-consuming yet enriching
• Active negotiation of meaning created by the collaboration and required to create a translation.
• The completion of a translation as a joint endeavour considered to be both gratifying and
satisfying.
• The discussion and interpretation of particular concepts was seen to be particularly fruitful, both
in terms of gaining semantic knowledge but also of language awareness
• Participants realised that as first language speakers, they did not automatically know the meaning
of a particular term and that they were thus not to consider each other as all-knowing ‘experts’ of
‘their’ language.
• At the same time, the participants noted that the first-language speakers of the language
translated into in the respective translation were able to formulate text faster and more
productively than the other participants and operationalised this observation as a group
translation strategy.

Intercultural Communicative Competence
(Byram 2021)
• savoir faire → Overcoming fear of interacting
• savoir être → Suspending disbelief
First names
Living in colleges away from home

• savoir comprendre → Discussing common experiences in different sociocultural contexts
Higher Education systems
Covid 19
Gained through

• Telecollaboration
Increased exchange as course progressed
• Acquisition of Translatory Competence
Discussion, explanation and strategy development for cultural items
Translation of Covid rules

Functional Communicative Competence
• improved sentence structure,
• increased awareness of the participants’ problems with grammatical
items,
• expansion of vocabulary
• a deeper insight into both German and English

Understanding of Translation
• Shift throughout the course in the understanding of translation from
translating word-for-word to conveying meaning through the use of
other linguistic structures (cf. Rogers et al. 2020)
• This required the participants to make use of and expand their
plurilingual repertoire
• Gained through
• Translational tasks
• Telecollaboration as framework for this

Future Directions:Translation as a Complex
Collaborative Task – Updated Understanding
• Translation as an exploration of the symbolic meaning and the
discourses underlying the linguistic terms in order to make a
responsible decision on how to shape the translated text.
• Move away from ‚cultural transfer‘ towards exercising symbolic
competence
• Example: Durham University students living in colleges away from
home
• Explanation of this to Karlsruhe students – ICC - knowledge – suspend
disbelief
• Further development – why is this the case – higher education in the UK –
elitism – class differences…

Future Directions:Translation as a Complex
Collaborative Task – Updated Understanding
• …which requires symbolic competence (Kramsch 2009) as part of translatory
competence
• Symbolic competence: the ability to both read and reframe the world; it forms
the core of translingual competence (Kramsch & Huffmaster, 2008, p. 295 in
Gyogi 2020, p. 291)
• Dealing with a text in a professional, detailed manner by analysing and discussing
its symbolic meanings and making translatory decisions based on this
• The responsibility of the translator

≠
• Previous 2 cycles: Striving for harmonious interactions – no conflict – no ‚hurdles‘
– creating a ‚comfort zone‘ instead of leaving it
• Appropriate and fitting for a locked down, uncertain pandemic situation, new
directions post-pandemic

Conclusion
• Value of virtual exchange as a basis for teaching, learning and
research
• Importance of longitudinal action-research for the development of a
virtual exchange
• Relevance of translational tasks for promoting contemporary
competences

TransTel Network
Sharing expertise, experience and research
in the implementation of telecollaborative
translation courses in higher education modern
foreign language programmes.

Thank you very
much for
listening!

Software Solution. Weinheim: Beltz.
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